Quantitative Assessment of Individual Populations Present in Nanoparticle-Antibody Conjugate Mixtures Using AF4-ICP-MS/MS.
A current remaining challenge in nanotechnology is the fast and reliable determination of the ratios between engineered nanoparticles and the species attached to their surface after chemical functionalization. The approach proposed herein based on the online coupling of asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) with inductively coupled plasma-tandem mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) allows for the first time the direct determination of such ratios in CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dot:rat monoclonal IgG2a antibody (QD:Ab) conjugate mixtures in a single run without any previous sample preparation (i.e., derivatization). AF4 provides full recovery and adequate resolution of the resulting bioconjugate from the excess of nanoparticles and proteins used in the different bioconjugation mixtures (1:1, 2:1, and 3:1 QD:Ab molar ratios were assessed). The point-by-point determination by ICP-MS/MS of the metal to sulfur ratios along the bioconjugate fractographic peak allowed disclosing the mixture of the different species in the bioconjugated sample, providing not only the limits of the range of QD:Ab ratios in the different bioconjugate species resulting after functionalization but also a good estimation of their individual relative abundance in the mixture. Interestingly, a wide variety of compositions were observed for the different bioconjugate mixtures studied (QD:Ab molar ratios ranging from 0.27 to 4.6). The resulting weighted QD:Ab ratio computed in this way for each bioconjugate peak matches well with both the global (average) QD:Ab ratio experimentally obtained by the simpler peak area ratio computation and the theoretical QD:Ab molar ratios assayed, which internally validates the procedure developed.